A COMPREHENSIVE ONLINE RESOURCE ADDRESSING GROWING ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

Now you can provide environmentalists, policy makers, corporate researchers, educators, students, geologists, engineers and more with a comprehensive, easy-to-access, online resource that answers all their environmentally-related inquires. Questions like:

✔ Could the Amazon be lost within a few decades?
✔ How will urban trees be affected by a city’s roadwork activities?
✔ Does greener mean healthier?
✔ What are the current EPA standards for airborne lead?
✔ Has the spotted owl population increased in recent years?
✔ Do plans for natural gas resource development fall in line with the state’s environmental laws and regulations?

Powered by InfoTrac, Environmental Studies & Policy Collection brings together full-text information found in more than 700 journals and reference content from Delmar, part of Cengage Learning.

An InfoTrac collection takes the guesswork out of searching. You select the content best suited to your users’ needs. They can then quickly identify and retrieve results while enjoying a variety of options:

• Choose from Basic, Subject Guide, Publication or Advanced Search
• Search within results to target specific content
• Support a multilingual community by translating documents on-demand
• Create Search Alerts with RSS Export
• Manage documents in the collection by e-mailing, bookmarking or printing them
• Support the needs of remote researchers by providing 24/7 access

1-800-877-GALE
www.gale.com/periodicalsolutions

To sign up for a free trial of this InfoTrac® resource go to www.gale.com/periodicalsolutions
This collection contains more than 3.3 million articles, addressing such issues as global warming, climate change, alternative energy, environmental policy, going green, recycling, soil, plants, agronomy and much more.

ANSWER THE GROWING NUMBER OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONS

The number of your users’ questions about the environment is growing. Give them quick, easy, online access to the diverse perspectives from the scientific community, governmental policy makers, and corporate interests that are sure to answer all their inquiries. Subscribe to Environmental Studies & Policy Collection today.

Easy-to-understand information is returned quickly.

With the Gale PowerSearch platform, your users can access eBook content from Gale’s reference works and popular titles from more than 45 publishers in addition to your InfoTrac periodical collections, all in one seamless search. For details or to order related eBooks, contact your Gale Representative at 1-800-877-GALE.
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